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Abstract: This article is situated within the intersection of education for social transformation (EST) and ecojustice education (EJE). We have described the benefits of youth participation in an after-school science program offered to socio-economically vulnerable populations in Sao Paulo (Brazil). More specifically, we explored participants’ changing views of sustainability as they engaged in a 24-week project of their choice: The cultivation of a vertical herb garden. The analysis of our discussions and extensive field notes revealed that during the time participants cared for the garden, they developed: (a) A more accurate (refined) conceptualization of sustainability, (b) an appreciation for alternative and viable ways of producing food in urban settings, and (c) a stronger relationship with one another. In the end, involvement in the vertical garden project proved to be a powerful example of how science education can transform the livelihood of youth by expanding their views on human interconnectedness with all forms of life.
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1. Introduction

The United Nations has explicitly stated the need to “improve the capacity of our education systems to prepare people to pursue sustainable development,” especially the younger generations that are recognized as “the custodians of the future” [1]). Inherent in this affirmation is the belief that solutions to a number of socio-environmental maladies of our contemporary society—e.g., rampant consumerism, climate change, poverty, food insecurity, pollution, and animal abuse, to name a few—can be achieved through education. This is especially relevant to the field of science education, which is historically associated with the study of planet Earth and its inhabitants [2,3].

Our study is situated within the intersection of education for social transformation (EST) and ecojustice education (EJE). It examined the benefits of youth participation in an informal after-school science education program at the Youth Centre (pseudonym). This initiative is part of a larger community-based project known as Science Stand, which seeks to promote science in non-formal learning settings and to encourage youth from low-income communities to implement socio-environmentally sustainable actions in their neighborhoods [4].

More specifically, we examined the circumstances and events associated with a group of socio-economically vulnerable Brazilian adolescents while tending to a vertical herb garden that they chose to grow, over a 24-week period. In particular, we sought to investigate participants’
changing understanding of sustainability over the duration of the project. The main questions we attempted to answer were: Can participants’ exposure to sustainability issues and engagement in a sustainability project of their choice shape their views on sustainability? If so, how? Are there other potential benefits—if any—of youth participation in such activities?

In what follows, we first provide a description of the Science Stand project. Next, we outline the social context of the Youth Center, where the vertical garden project took place. We then offer an explanation as to why this project lies at the intersection of EST and EJE, after which we describe the vertical garden project itself, the research methods used, and the main findings. We conclude our paper by highlighting how participants’ seemingly modest act of caring for the contained herbs that hung on a wall of the Youth Centre not only expanded their views on sustainability, but also empowered them to engage in sustainable practices and increased their personal bonds with one another.

2. The Science Stand Project

The Science Stand project has its origins in a number of earlier initiatives designed to engage learners in science. Two such initiatives in particular—the Experimentoteca-Ludoteca of the Institute of Physics at the University of São Paulo [5] and the ABC on Scientific Education–Hands-on program [6] an inquiry-based science education program inspired by the world-renowned French educational program La Main à la Pâte [7]—inspired a group of researchers at the University of São Paulo to develop a program aimed at making science accessible to a greater number of people, especially young learners in low-income communities. Drawing upon informal educational strategies [8] such as playfulness, critical thinking, and creativity [9], the idea of taking science out of the classroom and making it mobile [10] led to the origination of the Science Stand.

Consisting of two portable newsstand-like trailers (Figure 1) that were donated by the nongovernmental organization EDUCARE (https://www.redeeducare.com.br/), which makes it possible to create itinerant activities that can be taken virtually anywhere, Science Stand now operates across São Paulo in a variety of locations—public schools, youth centers, and other settings like city squares, parks, streets, and subway stations. The project is administered by teams of university students and professors in three different public higher education institutions: USP (University of São Paulo—a state university), UNIFESP (Federal University of São Paulo), and IFSP (Federal Institute of São Paulo). The actions described here refer to those activities carried out by the USP research team.

![Figure 1. (a) Newsstand of the Science Stand Project at the University of São Paulo (USP) campus (b) A temporary stand set up for a demonstration in a.](image-url)

Under supervision of one of the authors (Piassi), the Science Stand program at the University of São Paulo is delivered by students who are enrolled in the Natural Sciences Teaching Program, the Public Policy Management Program, and the Environmental Management Program. Different groups of students design different science demonstrations for different localities. The criteria for
all demonstrations are that they be inexpensive, playful, and entertaining. The activities entail the use of affordable materials (e.g., planting in reused bottles) as well as the incorporation of artistic and media-based resources (e.g., films, comics, games, songs, pictures, etc.) in order to foster a fun learning environment. The project also promotes recreational practices aimed at empowering learners to think about ways of addressing socio-cultural issues, such as gender disparity in science and animal rights [11]. Finally, for instance, the vertical garden project had a team of 10 undergraduate students.

In addition to these pedagogical aspects, an educational goal of the Science Stand has been to elicit insights into practices that highlight the social, political, economic, and cultural factors of science. Accordingly, university students coordinate research projects on content, instructional strategies, gender equality issues, and participants’ reactions to—and community involvement with—Science Stand activities. The findings are then used to improve programming and to expand knowledge in various contexts within which the Science Stand activities have taken place. One such activity was the vertical garden project which was implemented in the Youth Centre (YC).

3. Context of the Youth Center

The YC is a rented two-story house managed with public funds and located in a neighborhood with high social vulnerability in Greater São Paulo, the largest metropolitan area in Brazil with an estimated population of over 12 million people [12]. Only three streets in the neighborhood are paved and squatters occupy most of the properties. Access to the area is difficult since it is located just between a highway and a train line, which also generates noise pollution. In addition, the area faces several environmental problems related to the clandestine disposal of contaminated soil by a local factory that has exacerbated the social and health-related vulnerability of the neighborhood. Approximately 80% of the population is defined as low income residents, and most of the remainder lives in extreme poverty, receiving an estimated quarter of the national minimum wage, or about $125 USD per month [13].

The educational level of those living in the area is much lower than elsewhere in São Paulo: 52% of the residents have not completed elementary education, 18.2% have not completed high school, and less than 2% have completed higher education [13]. This situation points to the need for closer academic ties between the local university (University of São Paulo) and the community to increase interest in/valorization of schooling. In this context, the work of the Science Stand can be seen as continually offering opportunities for youth in the community to connect to university students who can then serve as mentors.

Despite its cramped quarters, the YC has a playroom, a video library, an office, a dining room, a kitchen, and an improvised sports court, located on the roof. It lies in close proximity to the School of Arts, Science, and Humanities at one of the USP campuses, which was a determining factor facilitating the university–YC partnership in the vertical garden project. The YC aims to serve children and adolescents between ages six and 14 who experience various forms of vulnerability, such as fundamental rights violations (e.g., child labor), disabilities, or dependence on federal government income transfers. The YC’s mission is to offer social protection to children and adolescents, develop their potential, provide support for the achievement of their autonomy and citizenship, and strengthen their ties with family and the community. To achieve these ends, the YC constitutes a space of coexistence based on the interests and demands of the children and youth who constitute their target audience [14].

4. Intersecting Education for Social Transformation (EST) and Ecojustice Education (EJE)

The vertical garden project is theoretically situated at the intersection of EST [15] and EJE [16]. Both of these theoretical frameworks enabled us to contextualize the socio-environmental circumstances of this project and to inform our understanding of the implications of the project for participants. Here we briefly describe the key tenets of each theoretical framework prior to describing their intersection in this project.

EST involves problematizing societal issues and taking subsequent action to address these issues. It is based on the recognition that society is replete with inequities (e.g., racism, classism, ableism,
sexism, exploitation, etc.) that are constantly being reproduced through established social structures and policies. State schooling in particular has often been criticized for its complicity in perpetuating social injustice through the predominance of White Eurocentric patriarchal curricula [17]. To counter the status quo of mainstream education, the central aim of EST is for students to recognize injustice and promote actions against systemic oppression. Through EST, citizens on the margins can be empowered to bring about systemic change [18,19].

In similar fashion, EJE is an approach to teaching and learning that acknowledges the world as a site of domination, particularly that of humans over all animals, plants, and ecosystems [16]. It proposes that all forms of domination—ecological and social—have resulted from two ideological stances: Hierarchical thinking, which is the idea that one is better than another; and a logic of domination, which is the belief that a certain group is entitled to or has dominion over another. In challenging these ideologies, EJE enables all, even those well-intentioned, to recognize their collusion with injustices that are taken-for-granted as social norms and to make changes to counteract them. The process of counteraction consists of connecting learning with activism, e.g., publicly protesting injustice, reinvigorating the commons, and creating community gardens [20,21].

EJE also requires people to think critically about dominant cultural norms (e.g., fewer girls attending Science Stand demonstrations because they are required to help at home) and how they lead to injustice (e.g., girls missing out on learning ways of mobilizing progressive social change and sustainable practices). EJE starts with the premise that the well-being of other life forms and their habitats are as important as those of humans. This requires a paradigm shift that is not readily supported by mainstream educational systems that continue to reinforce the status quo.

5. The Vertical Garden Project

As a pragmatic initiative that addresses socio-ecological injustices, the vertical garden project is one component of the Science Stand program that encapsulates aspects of both EST and EJE. It serves as a solution to the inadequate access to quality science education for people with a low socioeconomic status and their resulting underrepresentation in science fields. Similar to other initiatives within the Science Stand program, it embodies the educational aims of both EST and EJE by supporting the learning endeavors of marginalized youth and empowering them to critically understand how the social value of the natural world can create change in their communities.

The vertical garden project was initially designed as a three-part case study that involved 23 adolescents: Four females and 19 males, whose ages ranged from 11 to 14. Our main research questions were: What are participants’ views on sustainability? Can exposure to sustainability issues and participation in a sustainability-oriented project shape those views? If so, how? What are other potential benefits—if any—of youth participation in such activities?

The first phase of the study involved a preliminary activity to assess participants’ beliefs about sustainability. The research team used didactic play-oriented interventions, using images related to sustainability, in order to foster adolescents’ critical reflection on the meaning of sustainability. In small groups of up to six adolescents, participants looked at images representing unsustainable practices that are contrary to several of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Figure 2). Each one of the SDGs was paired with a conflicting image. After examining all the images, the participants discussed how they related (or not) to the idea of sustainability, offering evidence to support their answers. The conversations were audio-recorded and at times video-recorded. In addition, extensive field notes were taken. Data analysis focused on the meanings of sustainability that were expressed during the conversations and whether their views changed during the conversations, and in what ways. We also examined participants’ levels of engagement (e.g., did they add other topics to the discussion? Were they bored? Were they comfortable?).
During the second phase, we utilized youth-friendly resources from the UN’s website to supplement participants’ views on sustainability and invited them to create their own sustainability-related project. First, the adolescents were asked if they were familiar with the 2030 SDG Agenda (Figure 3). Next, they watched a video called “Smurfs for the SDGs”, which was created by the United Nations (UN) to promote the 17 sustainable development goals of the 2030 Agenda. After watching the video, participants answered a quiz (composed of four questions about the SDGs available on the Smurfs’ website) [22] and their responses generated a critical discussion of one of the SDGs highlighted in the “Smurf Squad”. Extrapolating from this discussion, the participants then turned their attention to considerations of how they could enhance their own community environment. This discussion led the youth to decide to create a vertical herb garden, which became the third phase of this project.

The researchers gave the adolescents kits that contained soil, stones, a bottle, a seedling, seeds, and a spoon and instructed them on how to plant and take care of their herbs—from seedlings to adult plants. The seeds—mint, chives, parsley, and coriander—were selected as the best for summer planting (Figure 4). The youth participants worked in pairs to plant seeds and a grown plant in the same bottle, thus allowing them to make comparisons between the plants at different stages of their life cycle and to monitor the herbs’ growth in relation to specific environmental (weather) conditions. Notably, participants chose to use PET (Regular plastic bottles made up from Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET)) bottles as containers for the herbs, a fitting sustainable action corresponding to the project goals. YC participants were responsible for caring for their plants every week (Figure 5). Some plants had to be watered almost every day (parsley) while others had to be watered less frequently (coriander). All the activities were monitored and assisted by the YC staff and the Science Stand research team. Throughout the construction and maintenance of the vertical garden, the research team debriefed at the end of each day and compared their observational and interview notes taken at different times during the project.

Figure 2. A participant looking at a sustainability image.

Figure 3. Participants discussing the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
6. Adolescents’ Perspectives of Sustainability (Phase 1)

The way an image is interpreted represents the observer’s point of view toward a specific subject and relates directly to the observer’s personal experiences. It also provides information on the space in which the observer lives since that will affect the interpretation of the image [23]. The fact that participants live in a region that is stricken with poverty was expected to influence the ways they interpreted the images. For instance, Figure 6 [24] was interpreted by the adolescents as a child who did not have enough money for his basic needs, like food. Although they also pointed out that the child in the picture was not acting sustainably because he seemed to be wasting water, they also said that the child might have been trying to save money on the electricity bill by not taking a hot shower.

Figure 5. A participant taking care of her herb in the vertical garden.

Figure 6. Child bathing in Kallayanpur, a poor neighborhood of Bangladesh.
These selected images enabled the adolescents to assess particular situations and decide if they depicted sustainable practices or not. Their explanations shed light on their perspectives on different economic, social, and environmental contexts and the extent to which they regarded them as sustainable, thus yielding insights into their understanding of sustainability.

Initially, participants defined sustainability as the ability to financially sustain a family or one’s healthy living: “I think sustainability is when, for example, my dad goes to work to make money to be able to sustain the family” (Nicholas). However, as their perceptions of the meaning of the term “sustainability” were broadened during the development of the project, they began to perceive sustainability as the human actions that in turn relate directly to environmental degradation and socio-economic inequality.

Figure 7 [25] was said to represent a junkyard or workers making money to support their families. Even though some of the group members posited that the picture was related to nature, they did not elaborate further on it.

**Figure 7.** Children as young as 10 operating heavy machinery in a factory in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

The adolescents asserted that Figure 8 [26] did not represent sustainability because the family did not have food to eat and also because of the smoke produced from the coal. Other participants in the group disagreed and explained that the family was making food to sustain themselves and therefore was engaged in a sustainable practice.

**Figure 8.** Women and children spend hours near the fire, inhaling toxic smoke during food preparation.

Figure 9 [27] was overall understood to represent industrial air pollution and therefore not a sustainable action.
As for Figure 10 [28], participants answered that many machines use energy and water, which helps to pollute the environment. Alternatively, others stated that the people in the picture had jobs and could make money to support their families—in which case, the image represented sustainability.

Figure 10. Employees at the Paraná car plant.

The adolescents assumed that Figure 11 [29] was showing sustainability because people have to buy clothes to wear. Interestingly, a debate ensued concerning whether this was in fact a fair assessment since the people in the image seem to be shopping, which, in an affluent consumer society, typically involves consuming more than they actually need.

Figure 11. Shoppers in a market.

The adolescents described Figure 12 [30] as representing the unsustainable action of deforestation that in turn increases carbon in the air we breathe. The teenagers also pointed out the relationship between plants, air, and photosynthesis. They explained that photosynthesis enables the carbon dioxide produced by breathing organisms to be used by trees and plants when they produce oxygen, which is then emitted into the atmosphere.
Figure 12. Deforestation in Brazil.

Figure 13 [31] was interpreted as showing agriculture, which could be sustainable or not depending on the processes that were in place. For example, if the farms had utilized pesticides, then they would not be sustainable. Other participants compared the image to a fief, the central element of feudalism. A fief consists of a piece of land given to a vassal by an overlord, to whom the vassal has to provide services (not money) in return. The adolescents perceived that the workers were planting crops to feed other people, rather than themselves. Here, it is important to note that slave-like working conditions are still common in the rural areas of Brazil [32].

Figure 13. Environmental degradation caused by agricultural production.

For the adolescents, Figure 14 [33] represented bees making honey for healthy living and for selling to acquire the necessary monetary means to live reasonably well (an anthropocentric perception of the illustration).

Figure 14. Close-up of a bee and honey comb.

The participants said that Figure 15 [34] was not related to sustainability because the man in the picture looks wealthy. They also described the image as being related to a TV show where a person chooses a box with money that is then used to support their family. Finally, the participants said that
sustainability is an important word because it is very commonly heard nowadays. They also stated that the man in the picture seemed wealthy because he was well dressed.

Figure 15. Conference on the sustainable development goals.

7. Smurfs for the SGDs (Phase 2)

During the second phase, we learned that the participants were not familiar with the sustainable development goals and the 2030 Agenda. The Smurf’s video was an effective tool in teaching the youth about the SGDs because they were already familiar with the Smurfs and they found the video entertaining. The participants enjoyed the process of answering the SDGs quiz. This interactive aspect enabled the youth to think about what SDGs were most relevant to them. It also gave them a feeling of importance since they were choosing the SDG that the Smurf Squad should focus on next. This, in turn, encouraged participants to emulate the Smurf Squad and consider how they could help their community become more sustainable. Accordingly, they decided to create a vertical herbal garden for their own nutritional needs and to learn new skills.

8. The Vertical Garden (Phase 3)

When the researchers explained how the plants should be cultivated, the teenagers reacted well to the activity. It seemed to awaken their curiosity as most of the adolescents stated that they had never grown a plant before. At the start none of them knew the difference between a vertical garden and a community garden. Nor did they know if it was necessary to add fertilizer for the plants to grow, or how often they should water the plants. With this in mind, the researchers created a series of activities to help them carry out the garden project. A game was likewise devised to teach them about important characteristics of herbs, including optimal harvest time, ideal temperature for cultivation, and watering frequency. Early into the project, they recognized that it was a way of practicing sustainability. They understood that creating and maintaining a vertical garden in the YC could provide quality herbs—ones that are not grown using agrochemicals or other products that are harmful either to the natural environment or to potential consumers in the community.

For the last activity, the teenagers worked in groups to make posters showing the benefits of the vertical garden to their community and its relation to sustainability. Each group presented their posters to other participants of the project. The first group drew four boxes representing, in order, a car polluting the environment, a plantation, a couple planting a vegetable garden, and deforestation. When this group explained their poster, they argued that vertical gardens can be useful activities that can reduce pollution and enhance natural ecology. In addition, as reflected in the following brief exchange, the group members pointed out the role of the vertical garden in providing food to the YC.

Researcher: What is the importance of the vertical garden to the YC?
Fernando: If we do not have enough food, we do not need to buy more food because we have the garden.
Bruno: The community usually does not have enough food. So, it is important to have a garden. […]
Fernando: If there is no food at home and there is no money to buy it, you can harvest food from the garden.
The second group presented a poster entitled “The importance of cultivation”, which highlighted the importance of sustainability and cultivation of the vertical garden. They drew a couple of trees with several corresponding keywords that they considered as a reflection of the project they were engaged in: Love, friendship, friends, community, garden, peace, and family. The group also added names of flowers around a tree and an image of a withered rose. They explained that the image represented what would happen if they did not take care of the vertical garden together: It would die. Another image that they inserted in the poster was a group of people working on a farm. According to the group, this image showed that gardening and sustainability go well together. While presenting their poster, they explained that the herbs grown in the garden were used in the YC kitchen to season the beans and some meat: “The cook, Maria, said that we have used some of the herbs in the meals.” This was a source of pride for these youngsters.

The third group explained that the vertical garden was significant because of the oxygen that the plants produced through photosynthesis, cleaning up the pollution in the air, and because of its capacity to feed people. In addition, participants brought up the fact that it was nice to have more green in their community because they did not have many green spaces in their neighborhood. They also claimed that the development of the garden was essential because it taught them how to grow plants:

Molly: I learned how to plant.
Paul: We created lives here.
Researcher: Did you already know how to plant?
Molly: No.
Researcher: Do you like planting?
Molly: Yes.
Rebecca: It was really cool. I liked it. It was pretty nice watering the plants.

Additionally, Paul said that he considered the garden important because this activity involved the reuse of the bottles, which he defined as recycling.

In the fourth poster, the group drew an aloe vera indicating that the garden was not only significant for providing food, but it was also used for personal aesthetics, like hair hydration. The fifth poster represented a water treatment station and its relation to watering a garden. By obtaining water from the treatment station, “the garden can grow and offer food to the cook from YC to make it for us.” When the group was asked why the development of the garden was important, they talked about the aesthetics of the YC, making it colorful and green, and how watering the plants was so essential for their sustenance. The group also concluded that the YC could in fact build a bigger vertical garden and sell the herbs to the community. The small gains could then be used for the maintenance of the YC.

Similar scholar observations have been made elsewhere [35,36]; it was apparent from the participants’ comments that they recognized that green spaces provide cultural and ecological benefits, as well as educational, commercial, recreational and aesthetic advantages.

9. Discussion

The vertical garden project enabled us to examine adolescents’ views on sustainability and to see how these evolved through the stages of the vertical garden project. At the start of the project, the young people stated that they did not know the meaning of the word “sustainability”. During the image activity, they broke the word “sustainability” down into two parts: Sustain + ability. Due to the fact that the word “sustainability” in Portuguese has more than one meaning, the participants interpreted the association of the word “ability” and the phrase “sustain life” with the assurance of meeting one’s daily financial and material needs. This was evident when the adolescents described the image of the women cooking (Figure 8). Based on the participants’ low socioeconomic status, they associated the idea of sustainability with her work to provide sustenance for herself and her family. This was an example of centric and hierarchical thinking based on the logic of domination and preoccupation with their own immediate needs [16]. By placing their own needs at the center, the youth did not consider sustainability in terms of other life forms and their habitats. This logic of
human domination was also exemplified by comments such as “bees make honey for humans.” The bee image and others like it were often interpreted from a utilitarian human-centric perspective. Likewise, having a job was considered to be sustainable because it is a necessity for one’s livelihood. Thus, the image activity revealed that centric thinking underpinned the adolescents’ views of sustainability.

The decision to create a vertical garden was a way of encouraging a broader, more holistic view of sustainability. At the start, the participants mentioned that the herbs provided by the garden would be beneficial because they would provide sustenance for themselves, thus enabling them to have input into what they eat. While this view illustrated the youth’s centric thinking, it also contributed to a sense of empowerment by allowing them to consider “what they eat as it impacts their health” [37]. Initially, therefore, the value of the vertical garden was rooted in anthropocentric thinking and a utilitarian worldview. Yet, gradually, through engagement in the project, the adolescents expanded their thoughts and were able to consider sustainability in a more holistic way. The use of the PET bottles as planting pots, for example, enabled them to reflect on the notion of recycling as an act of sustainability. The garden also served as a stimulus to discuss broader concerns such as deforestation and the benefits of green spaces, both of which are a highly relevant issue in Brazil.

This shift in thinking, from associating and relegating sustainability solely to immediate human needs to considering the needs of other life forms and the environment that sustains them, was reflected in the way the adolescents cared for the garden. Since it was built on the YC’s rooftop where they usually played sports and other informal physical activities, the youth had to protect the garden. As the plants grew, therefore, they agreed that certain activities would be too risky and could potentially harm the plants, so they decided to abstain from sports until the herbs were harvested.

Through their engagement in the garden project, the participating youth were able to gain a broader view of sustainability, one that extended beyond the needs of humans to encompass the needs of other life forms and their habitats. This was very much aligned with the goal of the Science Stand program as a whole, to enable marginalized youth to participate in culturally relevant science demonstrations organized through community/university partnerships. The vertical garden project, albeit small-scale, was nonetheless a transformative learning experience that enabled young people to gain a greater appreciation for science and the natural environment. This was also illustrative of the juxtaposition of EST and EJE. By encouraging youth participation in a project that galvanized their interest and generated benefits for them, while simultaneously leading them to expand their views concerning the meaning of sustainability within the context of their own community, the YC staff and the student researchers associated with the Science Stand program generated a transformative educational experience for the participants. In a small way as well, the project offered insights into the connection between learning and empowerment for marginalized young people—a vision espoused by Mahatma Gandhi, that they could “be the change they wish to see in the world.”.
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